
 

BioVoz Homini is a biometric service that allows integrating voice biometrics
technology into operational and transactional processes of your company. With 
BioVoz Homini, it is possible to manage the voice biometric data of individuals,
which can be used in processes that require strong authentication and identity 

BioVoz Homini allowsvalidation.  you to increase clients coverage, allowing you
to attend them in person and not in person, and to provide services to them 

when they have data coverage or only with a phone call when they do not have 
access to a data connection.

What is BioVoz?



COMMON USES

FEATURES

Multi-factor authentication.
Compatible with land lines and mobile lines.
Can be used by any regular phone calls
or within an app.
Advanced voice recognition technology
for user authentication.
Database engine Independency.
Real-time monitoring of the system.
Transaction source control by IP address,
phone number, IMEI.
Detailed audit registry logs.
Queries and reports.
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applications



Benefits

Cost
reduction

Ease
of use

24x7
service

availability

Fast deployment 
(Ready To Play)

Fraud
reduction

Customer 
coverage
increase

Productivity
increase

Strong
security

Prevents 
repudiation.
Zero paper 

(Electronic signing).

Integration
(DA, eMail,
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Initial enrollment:
Before using BioVoz, users must enroll. This process is done only once by the user. To enroll,
the user must access the system and give his or her voice sample in a simple and guided 
process, taking about one minute. For electronic document signing, the enrollment is optional.

Using BioVoz:.
The user accesses BioVoz, by a regular phone call or an application, and by means of a guided
process, presents his or her voice samples to execute the desired process:

Password resetting
and management

Unblock user 
accounts

Get access to a portal
or application

Authorize 
a transaction

5 Sign a
document



BIOVOZ
PASSWORD RESET

Allows for the automation of the process of password reset and user unblock using any type

application) and allow the system to personalize the parameters that will be used in the password
resetting process. BioVoz lower the client´s costs by being a self-care system, increases productivity
and gives agility to the process.

*Sample costs for password managing:

* Gartner reports that between 20% and 50% of the calls to a help desk are password related
* Forrester Research reports that the average cost for a password related call is $ 70.00

Calls to the help desk each month
Percentage of calls about password management 
Total calls about password management each month 

10,000
35%*
3,500

Cost by call USD 70,00*
Total cost of password management calls each year. USD 2,940,000

Main Integration
DESCRIPTION



BIOVOZ

BIOVOZ

Allows for integrating the user authentication in transactional processes. The system uses an advanced 
voice recognition system in order to secure the process of identity validation and gives access to the 
user to transactional processes. BioVoz can be used as a single factor authentication or in conjunction
with other authentication factors.

Allows the user to use his or her voice to digitally signing electronic documents, with legal validity.
It is especially useful for non-face-to-face processes, where the client cannot or does not want to go
to a face-to-face service point.

TRANSACTION

DOCUMENT SIGNING


